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Abstract 
The research deals with a problem of behaviour of full-time students at our university. The analysis of 
the study is focused on Mathematics and Statistics which are generally considered as demanding 
subjects. Students are not only affected by the difficulty of the education during the first year but also 
by the time schedule of the teaching during the week. Analysis of the time trend shows the change of 
students´ activity depending on the topics taught. Due to the compulsory attendance requirement we 
can support the research with relevant data. The aim is to analyse and provide a comprehensive 
overview of student´s activities and their success rate during the term. On the bases of previous 
survey, it is possible to identify which chapters of selected subjects significantly influence the mental 
stress of students and what subsequent activity course can be expected. The result of the analysis is 
a demand of optimization of the time schedule requirements and appropriate allocation of time fund for 
both subjects. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
Within the framework of research educational problematic a case study dealing with the study of 
selected courses, Mathematics and Statistics was analysed. The course of completing the courses for 
full-time students shows the results of a complex character and offers a demand for individual 
decisions in the context of inclusive measures and implementation plan [1]. 

The individual chapters of the subjects and even the names of the subjects themselves evoke indirect 
effects that reduce student´s behaviour and overall prosperity [2]. 

For university students the feelings of depression and anxiety were recorded. In most cases, it 
confirmed the difficulties concentrating on the learning material. The difficulties are caused by 
addiction to the Internet through tablets, phones and laptops. A student's mental disorder weakens 
overall concentration and later manifests emotional moods [3]. Most of the factors of the appropriate 
temporal distribution of education have an impact on the effectiveness of student's concentration. First 
of all, first-year students degrade habits and processes from high school and adapt to the higher 
education system [4, 5]. 

Students from higher grades absorbed all the traditions at universities and their intuition, expectations 
evolved on the basis of lived habits of study. The emotional mood of students comes at the moment of 
relevant information that must be processed and prepared for the final successful completion [6]. 

First-year students have the task on the basis of study assumptions and programs to acquire basic 
general skills that are connected to the next higher level. The higher difficulty is seen immediately from 
the beginning because students do not know the general culture and system of colleges and 
universities [7, 8, 9]. 

The influence on the concentration of students has sedentary behaviour and the environment of the 
room that causes stress. With other lessons is increased inattention and unwillingness to cooperate. 
The prime factor is the relevant time inclusion in the study plan. This means that the selected subjects 
should be included in the active timetable zones, where students are able to absorb large amounts of 
information. This area of analysis is the goal of this paper. Improvement of the psychological relax is 
becoming a current problematic area [10]. 

Other factors in students' behaviour during ongoing and final tests are the creativity of fraud. At 
present, it is usual for students to achieve goals with fraudulent materials. It seems the easiest way for 
successful completion of courses and other tasks. It depends on the conditions of setting up the study 
and examination rules of the institution. Students basically have nothing to lose [10]. 
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2 METHODOLOGY 
The basic variables are set: 

- the attendance of students of individual groups, 
- results of continuous tests during the term. 

The research question is whether the time of teaching has an impact on student activity, attendance at 
lessons and results of continuous tests. 

The paper focuses on problematic areas of teaching in individual subjects. Data analysis is based on 
real recorded attendance. It is a type of primary quantitative data. The result of data testing reveals 
benefits in two basic areas. The placement of lessons within the schedule and a more efficient time 
layout of the subject taught. 

The research questions are: 

- what causes declining participation of students in seminars; 
- is a more effective time layout of the subject matter beneficial? 

Using a goodness-of-fit test is analysed the expected attendance of students in seminars with actual 
attendance. Expectations are based on the assumption of currently examined chapters during the 
term in the subject and on the expected results of the developing tests for selected subjects. 

The goodness-of-fit test tells about the testing of hypotheses for probabilities 𝑝",… , 𝑝% with which occur 
individual resulting in some values of an experiment. The basis is the observed frequencies 𝑛",… , 𝑛% 
of the results at “𝑛” independent repetitions. The Null and alternative hypothesis is determined as 
follows [12, 13]: 

H0: p1 = pk, 

H1: p1 ≠ pk. 

𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙	𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡	(𝜒2) = 	∑ (678	97):
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𝑛;……  observing the actual value, 

𝑜;…… the expected mean value provided that 𝑜; > 5 for all 𝑗 = 1,… . , 𝑘. 

The significance level (𝜆) is set at 5 %. The results will be interpreted using p-value, according to 
which the null hypothesis will not be rejected or rejected. The null hypothesis is whether the activity of 
students depends on the content of the selected subject. The alternative hypothesis is the opposite. 

The methods of descriptive statistics evaluated by MS Excel are applied. 

3 RESULTS 
The statistics are divided into two basic seminars with an extended hourly subsidy. One-hour grant 
lasts 90 minutes. Thus, the extended hourly subsidy lasts 180 minutes. Operations Research 2 
contains one group with an extended hourly subsidy. 

The following graphical representations present the students' participation in seminars in individual 
subjects. It is generally stated that during the term (13 weeks) student participation in seminars 
gradually decreases. 
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Figure 1. Number of active students – Statistics 

Fig. 1 shows the course of student activity during the term within the course Statistics. The first part of 
the seminar of both groups always shows higher participation. The second part of the seminar is lower 
in most cases. The reason is the lesson in the afternoon and at the end of the study week. This means 
that most students leave the campus and return home. During the term, two continuous (progress) 
tests were written in the 9th and 13th weeks. Higher test success was recorded for the second group. 
Students' participation in the first group gradually stagnated after the ninth week (after the first test). 
Based on the results of the first test, students lost their motivation to continue to study the subject. The 
explanation of the decline is in understanding the chapters. Statistics require a strong understanding 
of each chapter. As soon as students lose interest in the subject, they are very likely to fail the final 
test. At the end of the term, this hypothesis was confirmed. The timing of the lessons had the greatest 
impact on student´s activity as the lessons always took place in the afternoon. Another factor is the 
assumption of knowledge of mathematical and information operations. Students can only complete 
this subject if they have pre-requisites.  

 
Figure 2. Number of active students - Mathematics 

The course Mathematics was taught in two seminars - one at the beginning of the week and the 
second in the second half of the week. Both seminars were in the morning. Those who had the group's 
first seminar on Tuesday and Wednesday showed more attendance discipline in the second lesson 
than the students who started teaching on Wednesday or Thursday, and the second one was waiting 
for them on Friday morning. A test was written every week (a simple example of repetition). 
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In the first week, accured a usual, loss of students who, after repeating high school mathematics, 
reported overestimation of their strengths and would not attend the next lessons. 

Fig. 2 also shows a gradual decrease in participation in lessons. In the 6th week, the basic elementary 
functions were discussed, and this part was very problematic for the students. Since that week, 
participation in lessons has been decreasing. Significant decline is seen in week 9. This was preceded 
by learning about. It is therefore clear that more attention will have to be paid to this topic and that 
more time should be considered. Vice versa, when interpreting differential and integral calculus, 
students show higher participation in lessons. 

 
Figure 3. Number of active students - Grounding in mathematics 

The course Groundings in Mathematics is completed by credit. It is a repetition of high school 
mathematics to the extent necessary for mastering mathematical subjects that form a prerequisite for 
many subjects. Teaching took place once a week for 90 minutes. Two groups (S01, S02) had two 
lessons in the morning. The S04 group had a seminar on the same day but in the afternoon.  

According to Fig. 3, it is noticeable that in the 5th week substance elementary functions were 
discussed, and in the 7th week substance complex numbers were discussed. These topics are more 
difficult for students. After this week the attendance of two groups decreased rapidly. The chapter of 
this week could be used in the coming weeks. This option could be more viable for students. 

Paradoxically, for the group with fewer students, the 5th week had no effect, and overall, despite the 
late afternoon hours, the group maintained a solid attendance. 

 
Figure 4. Number of active students - Operations Research II 

Operations Research 2 requires students to be very well-versed in mathematical and statistical issues. 
The prerequisite of this course is Operational Research 1 and also the fulfillment of Mathematics 2. In 
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Fig. 4 it can be observed that the 8th week becomes critical. This is because of the application of 
statistical methods associated with applied mathematics methods. If a student has not acquired 
statistical knowledge from previous terms, it is very difficult to understand the chapter being discussed. 
This results in a drop in student participation and activity in the seminars in the ninth week. The 13th 
week shows the full participation of students in the seminars, as a continuous test was written.  

The success of the exams was higher than that of Statistics. The subject's mastering was almost 90%. 

The timing of teaching has a significant impact on the psyche and concentration of students. The 
seminars were held chronologically in the morning. Negative influences were recorded only in the 
context of students' theoretical experience. 

The following Tab. 1, analysed the actual value of attendance recorded during the term and the values 
based on the assumptions of the subjective expectations of the teachers using a goodness-of-fit test. 

Table 1. Results of statistical test (goodness-of-fit test) 

Statistics 0,004261554 û ü 

Mathematics 3,38E-07 û ü 

Grounding in mathematics 5,78E-06 û ü 

Operations Research II 0,978801901 ü û 

In the subjects Grounding in Mathematics, Mathematics and Statistics, subjective expectations were 
met. This means that the actual values were not equal to the expected values. The null hypothesis is 
rejected (it is a valid alternative hypothesis). 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
Statistical analysis showed variance between the actual and expected values of the course in 4 
subjects with different hourly subsidies and the completion of the subject.  

The rejection of the null hypothesis is due to a number of factors. These are problematic chapters of 
teaching, failure to meet the prerequisites of selected subjects, results of continuous (progress) tests 
and time distribution of teaching. 

In the course Grounding in Mathematics, the fact that attendance is influenced mainly by the 
elementary functions, but also by the topic complex numbers was confirmed. In the course of 
Mathematics, there is a problematic area of elementary functions and limits of functions. Weekly 
continuous tests result in a better awareness of the teacher about managing the discussed chapter. 
This trend will continue. Students achieve better results at the exams than during the two continuous 
tests during the term. 

The content of Statistics and Operations Research II is not significantly problematic as it is necessary 
to fulfill the prerequisites. Operations Research II and Statistics show a big difference completing the 
1st continuous test. 

The next step will be a more effective time distribution of problematic topics, especially in 
mathematical subjects. For Statistics and Operational Research II, one should consider writing weekly 
continuous tests with less content. 
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